And Quiet Flows the Don
Tape Two: Parts One and Two

11:14 the communists destroy us;
11:17 former neighbors made Stepan Astakhov sign up for a communist brigade;
11:22 Mikhail Koshevoy kills Piotr Melikhov;
11:30 the Cossacks are beating up the Reds;
11:34 the Reds are bringing the prisoners or war to the place of their execution;
11:43 Dasha is teaching her “starichki” how to march;
11:52 Natalia learns about Grigoriy’s affair with Aksinia and interrupts her pregnancy. She doesn’t want to carry Grigoriy’s third child;
12:00 the Cossacks are drinking with foreign officers;
12:04 the Englishman says: “You cannot win over one’s own people;”
12:11 Aksinia keeps kissing Mishka, Grigoriy’s son whom she loves dearly;
12:13 Dasha has drowned herself;
12:17 Duniasha Melikhova love Mishka Koshevoi
12:17 Aksinia gets sick and Grigoriy leaves her with a family, pays them all the money he has;
12:45 Mishka Koshevoi becomes “predsedatel kolkhosa.”
12:45 Grisha arrives;
12:58 the bandits;
1:10 Aksinia and Grigoriy are trying to walk away; she gets killed; he throws away his gun.